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Remarkable People. Remarkable Stories. Remarkable Island.

Introduction

These guidelines show how the Hidden Heroes
visual identity should be applied to create consistent
and engaging communications.
The Hidden Heroes logo is inspired by the silhouette
– an image of a person represented as a solid shape
with featureless details. This reflects the awareness
that most of us have of our ‘hidden heroes’ – we may
be familiar with some of the names but are unlikely to
know too much detail beyond a basic outline.
The silhouette is a technique that has been around
for many centuries – from appearing on ancient coins
to use in shadow theatre and popular Victorian wall
art. It is now commonly seen in the form of avatars
across many digital platforms.
The Hidden Heroes campaign aims to shine a light on
these Island figures – taking them out of the shadows
and into the cultural mainstream.
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The identity

There are three versions of the logo. The colour
version should be used wherever possible.

The reversed version should be used when the logo
is appearing on a dark background.

Colour version

Mono version

Reversed version
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The strapline

The strapline should be used on communications
material. Ideally it should be positioned in the
footer area.

Remarkable People.
Remarkable Stories.
Remarkable Island.

Remarkable People. Remarkable Stories. Remarkable Island.
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Identity
exclusion zones

To maximise impact, the identity should always
be used prominently and legibly. The exclusion
zone, shown below, ensures the identity is not
compromised by other elements.

The exclusion zone (X in the diagram below) is
equivalent to the height of the H font character.

X

X

X

X

X
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Positioning

A4 wide

For consistent application of the identity,
wherever possible position it in the top centre of
communications. This will ensure the identity has
prominence while adhering to the exclusion zone
guidelines. The margins and size shown below are
for a A4 sized communications.

These placement rules apply to both portrait and
landscape formats. The size and position of the
identity can be adjusted proportionally for other
size formats.
If it is not possible to position the logo in the
centre it should be placed on the left side of
the page.

Centre
15mm

Hidden Heroes
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Positioning

A4 portrait

Hidden Heroes

DL portrait

A5 portrait
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Additional logos
to include

Communications material should include the Arts
Council England logo and The Island Collection logo.
These should be positioned in the bottom right
corner of the page.

Remarkable People. Remarkable Stories. Remarkable Island.
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Usage with
associated logos

The layouts below demonstrate how the Hidden
Heroes logo should be used in conjunction with
other logos.

Hidden Heroes as lead logo

Hidden Heroes as secondary logo

Supported by

Supported by
LOGO
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Colour palette

A simple and vibrant colour palette has been
created using the colours from the identity logo
plus an accent and neutral colour.

This can be enhanced with the use of other colours
or tints from the palette in graphics, charts, tables,
graphs and illustrations.

When using the palette it is recommended that one
of the primary colours is used alongside the grey as
the foundation for a design.

Solid

75% tint

50% tint

25% tint

10% tint

Light blue
C100 M0 Y0 K0
R0 G159 B227
Hex #009fe3

Dark blue
C100 M60 Y0 K0
R31 G93 B166
Hex #1f5da6

Yellow
C15 M5 Y100 K0
R231 G216 B70
Hex #e7d800

Grey
C0 M0 Y0 K75
R99 G99 B99
Hex #636363

Hidden Heroes
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Corporate
typeface

Oo
Hidden Heroes

The corporate typeface is Open Sans. It has been
selected for its clean, contemporary feel and comes
in a wide range of weights.

A clean, consistent look and feel can be achieved
by minimising the number of font weights and sizes
used within a document.

Open Sans Light is recommended as the body
font to use for communications. Text can be
emphasised using a heavier weight.

The Open Sans font family is a Google font and can
be downloaded and installed for free (see page 18
for download details).

Open Sans Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890()!@£$%&?
Open Sans Light
Open Sans Regular
Open Sans Medium
Open Sans Bold
Open Sans Black
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In-house
typeface

Cc

In instances where the Open Sans font is
unavailable on your computer then the identity
reverts to using the Calibri font family. This is a
Microsoft system font that should already be
installed on any computer running MS Windows.

Calibri Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890()!@£$%&?
Calibri Light
Calibri Regular
Calibri Bold

Hidden Heroes
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Identifier
silhouette
graphic

The identifier silhouette graphic can be applied
to communications material as a simple device to
inform the audience that there are seven hidden
heroes.

The hero that is relevant to the specific exhibition/
display that is being viewed can be highlighted. (See
page 16 for example).

Hero silhouettes

Rev William Fox
1813 - 1881
Prolific dinosaur hunter

King Arwald
686AD
Last Jutish King of the IW

Isabella de Fortibus
1237-1293
Last owner of the IW

Julia Margaret Cameron
1815 - 1879
Pioneering Victorian photographer

Betty ‘Joe’ Carstairs
1900 - 1993
‘Fastest woman on the water’

John Ackroyd
1937 Prolific 20th Century innovator

Andy Stanford-Clark
1966 Technology Superstar

Isabella de Fortibus
1237-1293
Last owner of the IW

Julia Margaret Cameron
1815 - 1879
Pioneering Victorian photographer

Betty ‘Joe’ Carstairs
1900 - 1993
‘Fastest woman on the water’

John Ackroyd
1937 Prolific 20th Century innovator

Andy Stanford-Clark
1966 Technology Superstar

Highlighted hero silhouette

Rev William Fox
1813 - 1881
Prolific dinosaur hunter

Hidden Heroes

King Arwald
686AD
Last Jutish King of the IW
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Sloped panel
device

A coloured panel can be used as a frame/container
device. One of the horizontal sides of the panel
should be sloped to create a dynamic shape. The
angle of the slope is not critical – it should be
adjusted to work with the content/layout.

Sloped panel device used as header/footer

Sloped panel device used as text container

Betty ‘Joe’ Carstairs 1900 - 1993
Filthy-rich heiress. Owner of a tropical island.
Ambulance driver in WWI. Champion speed boat
racer. Infamous womaniser. Tattooed biker.
Lover of Marlene Dietrich. As well as the only
person daring to call Dietrich ‘babe’.

Remarkable People. Remarkable Stories. Remarkable Island.

Remarkable People. Remarkable Stories. Remarkable Island.
Remarkable People. Remarkable Stories. Remarkable Island.
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Hero
illustrations

Hidden Heroes

A series of drawings has been created for the
heroes. These consist of black line illustrations,
black line + grey half tone illustrations and
silhouette illustrations.

The illustrations are in a vector file format which
makes them suitable for use at any size.
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Applying the
identity
A4 layout grid

Here is a suggested layout grid for A4 size.

A4 layout grid

Example

2 columns with 5mm gutter
Top margin: 15mm
Left/right/bottom margin: 10mm

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
Ut eu justo non felis dictum
pellentesque. Nam accumsan
sodales lectus porta sodales.
Vestibulum varius pharetra augue,
ac tempor ipsum elementum id.
Nullam ac tincidunt ligula. Sed cursus eros ut nibh
interdum, sed tincidunt mauris sollicitudin. Aenean feugiat
id ligula sit amet ﬁnibus. Vestibulum nec massa turpis.
Morbi nisl dolor, ullamcorper sed ultricies vel, sollicitudin
ut leo. Proin a lobortis sem, sit amet varius lectus. Nam
pulvinar tortor nec tempor convallis. Aliquam nulla ligula,
condimentum a lorem non, vestibulum fringilla velit.
Nullam sit amet tristique lectus. Aenean vitae congue
augue. Maecenas vitae porttitor quam, at maximus nibh.
Proin euismod mi vel sapien maximus ipsum.

In vel consequat neque, sit amet vestibulum tortor. Nullam
laoreet leo a tempus feugiat malesuada sem ut aliquam
malesuada. Praesent arcu ex, porta pellentesque placerat
id, vulputate eu nibh.
Sed nec dui quis nulla lobortis lacinia. Etiam ultricies est
ac malesuada rhoncus. In sed porta orci. Mauris feugiat,
lorem eget consectetur eﬃcitur, dui velit condimentum
ipsum. Vestibulum hendrerit viverra nunc, eget
ullamcorper quam.
Sed in turpis arcu. Nullam nisl nulla, interdum id mattis sit
amet, facilisis eget ante. Praesent iaculis metus ut gravida
tristique. Etiam laoreet sapien justo, non aliquet lectus
elementum et.

Donec quis mauris eget massa congue porta. Nunc
interdum, lorem non commodo feugiat, elit est semper
dolor, vel ultrices risus dolor tempor quam. Morbi
mattis, elit vitae vestibulum tempus, nisl arcu volutpat
ex, et dictum massa lectus vitae felis. In sollicitudin justo
ex, sollicitudin ullamcorper dolor consectetur at. Cras
vulputate dui in libero pellentesque fermentum at quis
augue. Morbi porta, quam a suscipit vestibulum, mi
nibh varius eros, id accumsan justo odio sed sapien.
Suspendisse pellentesque mollis vehicula. Etiam
consectetur rutrum lectus, vitae aliquet est semper ut.
Phasellus eget ligula quis odio pharetra ornare. Nunc
imperdiet eu sem id tincidunt. Interdum et malesuada
fames ac ante ipsum primis in faucibus. Proin et dui
iaculis, varius orci sed, dapibus neque.
Morbi mattis,
elit vitae vestibul
um tempus, nisl
arcu volutpat ex,
et dictum massa
lectus vitae felis.

‘Morbi nisl dolor,
ullamcorper sed ultricies
vel, sollicitudin ut leo.’

Rev
Rev William
William Fox
Fox
1813
1813 -- 1881
1881
Prolific
Proliﬁc dinosaur
dinosaur hunter
hunter
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King
King Arwald
Arwald
686AD
686AD
Last
Last Jutish
Jutish King
King of
of the
the IW
IW

Isabella
Isabella Fortibus
Fortibus
1237-1293
1237-1293
Last
Last owner
owner of
of the
the IW
IW

Julia
Julia Margaret
Margaret Cameron
Cameron
1815
1815 -- 1879
1879
Pioneering
Pioneering Victorian
Victorian photographer
photographer

Betty ‘Joe’
‘Joe’ Carstairs
Carstairs
Betty
1900 -- 1993
1993
1900
‘Fastest woman
woman on
on the
the water’
water’
‘Fastest

John Ackroyd
Ackroyd
John
1937 -1937
Prolific
20th Century
Century innovator
innovator
Proliﬁ
c 20th

Andy Stanford-Clark
Stanford-Clark
Andy
1966 -1966
Technology Superstar
Superstar
Technology
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Applying the
identity

Here are some poster examples to demonstrate how
the colour palette and typography can be applied.

Example using silhouette device

Example using object image

Hero #6
John Ackroyd / 1937 Prolific 20th Century innovator

Pioneer of
photography as art.
Celebrity snapper.
Pioneer of
Experimental.
photography
Innovator
the
asof
art.
Celebrity
close crop snapper.
frame. Friend
Experimental.
of the stars.
Innovator of
the close crop
frame. Friend of
the stars.
Hero #5 Julia Margaret Cameron 1815 - 1879

Hero #5
Julia Margaret Cameron
1815 - 1879

Remarkable People.
Remarkable Stories. Remarkable Island.
Exhibitions from 5 Jan - 15 Mar 2018
iwhiddenheroes.org.uk

Hidden Heroes

Shining
a light
on remarkable
people
Remarkable
Fascinating
People.
ﬁ
Remarkable
gures from
Stories.
from
Island’s
past
and
present
thethe
Island’s
Remarkable
past
and
Island.
present
Exhibitions from 5 Jan - 15 Mar 2018
iwhiddenheroes.org.uk
iwhiddenheroes.co.uk
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Identity
downloads

The identity artwork is available in various file
formats. For professionally designed and printed
communications it is recommended that the .pdf file
format is used – this is a vector graphic format that
will ensure the identity prints with clean/crisp edges.
The identity artwork is also available in jpeg or
png formats.
The artwork files, fonts and graphics are available
for download at iwhiddenheroes.org.uk

Hidden Heroes
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